
or southwest side of the trees during
the day, but when the sun goes down
in the evening the temperature of the
tree trunks may drop very quickly. This
alternate freezing and thawing can
cause rapid cell expansion and con-
traction, which may result in splitting
of tissue.

Frost crack, on the other hand, is
caused by internal mechanical stress
in tree trunks during extreme cold. The
bark and wood split apart. It is not
always on the southern side of a tree,
but it is characteristically a longitudinal
crack in the trunk or a major branch.
You may actually hear the crack if you
are nearby.

Both of these problems can be large-
ly prevented by protecting the trees
from extreme fluctuations in tempera-
ture. Apply a plastic or paper tree wrap
in late fall, to prevent the winter sun's
heat from penetrating. Such protection
may be left on the trees for two or three

fall. Erect a protective structure on the
northwest side of the plants where the
wind is likely to be most damaging.
Use a burlap screen or a length of
snow fence to reduce the winter wind's
damage. Or, apply an antidesiccant
spray in early winter. These products
produce a waxy coating on broadleaf
evergreen leaves to reduce the amount
of water lost. A second coating may
have to be applied in midwinter.

years, until the bark develops into a
stronger protective mechanism. There
is little you can do to remedy winter
sunscald or frost crack after the fact.
Frost cracks may heal over in time, and
may be successfully held together by
implanting a rod or bolt.

Some evergreens require attention
in fall. Multistemmed Arborvitae often
break apart from heavy snow. This can
be prevented by loosely wrapping them
with a spiral of rope, which will cause
the snow to fall around the plants
rather than into their centers.

Few broad leaf evergreens are grown
in the upper Midwest, but there are
some, such as Oregongrape Holly, true
Hollies and Boxwood. These plants
often lose a dangerous amount of
water throughout the winter, causing
their leaves to dry and "burn" the
following spring and summer. This
desiccation can be minimized by fol-
lowing preventative measures in the

Plan for 1988
Perhaps the most enjoyable task for

fall is to review the year and plan for
t9BB. Consider plant selection, installa-
tion and maintenance procedures. Be
critical about what was good and what
was bad. Keep the good and improve
on the bad. Remember, the seed
catalogs are just around the corner,
bringing hope for the new year!

Scotts most
successful product is
not available for sale ...
only for advice and
support ... your ProTurf18ch Rep.

Dick Evenson
Senior Technical Representative
ProTurl Division
O.M. Scott & Sons

~
ProTurf

443 Woodview Drive. Sun Prairie. Wisconsin 53590
Telephone: (608) 837-6563
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The Sports Page

SOME IDEAS TO
IMPROVE THE

SUPERINTENDENT'S IMAGE--~---- '': .
------
----------

By Rob Schultz

Standing behind a one-way mirror,
the GCSAA's Bob Still couldn't believe
what he was hearing as several golfers
involved in a focus group talked about
goff course superintendents.

"Very few people understand the
superintendent's role or his education
level, " said Still. the GCSAA's media
director, who helped conduct the three
focus groups in Los Angeles, Atlanta
and New York. "They understand the
superintendent's importance and
almost all agree they're important to
the golf course ...But they don't unders-
tand the profession it's becoming."

"They understand they need the
degree nowadays to be able to do what
he's doing. But they don't understand
the complexity of the job. "

The whole idea for the focus groups
came from the GCSAA's desire for a
new advertising campaign to better
promote the image of the nation's
superintendents. The GCSAA hired an
advertising agency to develop print
advertising and it is planning to change
its TV ads that were done before Still
came on board last January. The
advertising agency, in a quandary con-
cerning just how to set up its cam-
paign, hired a research company to set
up the focus groups to find out where
the problems lie.

"One of my concerns is: Is it just the
superintendent himself who's worried
about himself or did the public perceive
a problem?" said Still. "As you read
position statements where people have
to disagree or agree to certain
statements, one of the statements is,
'Do you think superintendents wear
blue jeans and just drag hoses across
golf courses?' People immediately
think of Bill Murray (who played Carl,
the crazy assistant superintendent in
'Caddyshack'). And they all agree that
isn't the case. The Bill Murray
character is the extreme that was done
for humor and comedy. They know
where to draw the line so to speak; the
public understands that part of it."

The trouble is, they don't understand
much else.

The focus groups were set up with
several golfers of various handicaps-
half of whom played at public
courses-sitting in a circle with a
moderator in the middle. The golfers
had no idea that the function was spon-
sored by the GCSAA. The discussions
began with the golfers talking about
their games and what they like about
the sport. Still sat behind a one-way
mirror so the golfers couldn't see him.

"We found out that people play golf
because they love to be outdoors and
they love to be in a beautiful setting, "
said Still, who joined GCSAA after a
long stint with the Kansas City Chiefs'
public relations department. "That was
the number one thing that was coming
out of this. The second thing was the
camaraderie they get with their
friends. "

The moderator then asked the
golfers what they didn't like about golf.

"The country club golfers said it
takes too long," Still said. "The public
golfers said there is a lack of tee time
availability. The public golfers also said
that they spend all this money and the
courses don't put it back into the golf
courses; that they let the courses get
all torn up. They say the greenskeepers
don't have the money to do their job
because the city takes the money and
spends it somewhere else and they're
not recycling the greens fees money. "

Next, the moderator asked the
golfers who they felt was the most im-
portant person was at a golf course.
"More than half said the green-
skeepers," Still said. ''They never call
them superintendents. They call him a
greenskeeper or a groundsman. Peo-
ple don't put that word 'superintendent'
yet toward the profession. "

The other golfers had some surpris-
ing answers. "A couple of golfers said
they thought the starter was the most
important, " Still said.

When one goiter was pressed as to
why he didn't think superintendents
were important, Still said the golfer
answered, " 'Oh, I'm sure that groups
like ChemLawn do seminars for those
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guys.' That's obviously one of the great
misconceptions; he was the only one
in the room that said that. But he
perceived that our guys aren't as pro-
fessional as the yard people. "

After a few more questions, Still said
that the members of the group were
asked if they ever heard of the GCSAA.
"Several said yes," Still added.
"That's a positive. They said they saw
our commercials on ESPN. We then
asked them what they thought the
message was saying and they had an
unclear answer. "

That has prompted Still to change
the adds. "But I don't know what we're
going to do yet," he said. "We have
another focus group to go and then
we'll go with some suggestions made
by the agency. They don't need for us
to tell them how good the superinten-
dent is, rather they just need to be rein-
forced of his important role. I think we
could do that better with a spokesper-
son."

Still added that spokesperson may
be a famous golf course architect or a
player on one of the tours. "(Tom) Wat-
son's name was brought up, so was
Palmer's since his father was a
superintendent. "

Still also said any superintendents
should call him if he or she has ideas
to better promote the GCSAA.

"The message we need to portray is
that he isn't just a good guy or that kind
of stuff," Still explained, "but that he
is a highly skilled professional and the
job takes somebody who's extremely
dedicated-it's not a 9 to 5 job-and
creative. "

On a local and state level, Still said
the best way to improve a superinten-
dent's image is through
communication.

"Every individual has to pull their
own share. They have to communicate,
not just with their members and with
their club, but the local media," he
said. "One of the things I try to push
for and tell superintendents is that if
you're rebuilding a green or doing
something to your golf course that's
unique or new, tell your reporter about
it. A reporter can't drive by the course
every day and figure it out for himself,
you have to tell them."



"I think the number one fear
superintendents have is that if they call
a reporter, the reporter will think he's
bragging or is a publicity seeker.
Superintendents are very shy about
such things, they don't want to come
off as a hot shot or egomaniac. But
that's not the case. Nobody knows
you're doing a good job unless you tell
them sometimes."

Still said it also helps to lei the public
or members of your club know your
schedule in advance. He used Pebble
Beach as a perfect example.

At Pebble Beach, the maintenance
staff is set up in advance so that when
a golfer calls for a tee time in advance,
the club will let he or she know what
the superintendent's crew is doing that
week. "So a golfer has a choice to
decide whether to play while some

heavy work is going on on the course
or just wait a month. Golfers really ap-
preciate that and recognize it," Still
said.

Pebble Beach also explains on its
scorecards what maintenance work is
going on. "They're digging up some
failways right now because of a grass
problem. They let golfers know on the
scorecard just what they're doing in
this three-year plan to get rid of the pro-
blem. They even identify the bad grass
so golfers can find it while they're play-
ing," Still said.

"It's a great thing because it shows
that superintendents really care about
what they are doing and they also bring
attention to the work that has to go on.
Sometimes Ithink people think the golf
course just lies there. They don't
realize it's an ongoing 24-hour process

to keep the courses the way the golfers
want them."

Finally, Stills said there is a way for
state superintendents associations to
get more notoriety while at the same
time, help raise money toward turf
grass research. "They could host ,a
tournament at their club or in the com-
munity where a portion of the entry
fees go toward the GCSAAlUSGA turf
research programs," he said.

All of Still's ideas are set up to create
a little bit better awareness of all you
do. "And as the awareness increases,
so do all the other things that are
positive with any profession," he said.
"Salaries will increase probably and
the general respect of the lndlvk. ual
will go up."

Well you can't shake a bag of
Milorganite at that, now can you?

THE GENTLE GIANTS
TheXT-300
This is a reliable
three-wheel

electric answer
for a wide vari-
ety of jobs where
maneuverability

is critical, It provides
a payload capability
of up to 1000 pounds in its
roomy 5.7-cubic foot, diamond-
plated load bed.

Here are E-Z-GO's
hard workers in
three-or four-wheel,
gas or electric models.
With durable,
diamond-plated steel
Polane-coared panels
and load beds, including
options such as sprayers, aerators,
spreaders, top dressers, and more. Each
one tough but e8SYon rurf
TheGXT·7
Here's the heavv-durv workhorse in the line. Powered by an 18
H.P engine for payloads of up to 1500 pounds, For golf course
or public grounds, its large load bed has sides and tailgate.
Options include a hydraulic dump, PTO, and range changer,
The GXT~7 adapts to rnanv accessories: sprayers, spreaders,
top dressers, and aerators to handle any job.
TheGXT·SOO
Reliable, economical. this mid-size hauler more than pulls its

own weighr.Ir has a two-cycle.
244cc engine with rack and

pinion steering, heavy-
duty springs, and

hydraulic shocks, plus
a whopping 1000-

pound load capac-
ity. Options and
accessories such as

cabs, bed covers
and loading ramps

make it an ideal all-around
utility vehicle.

IE2:1501
ITURF VEHICLES I

For Further Information
Call 1-800-654-3794

E-Z-GO Chicagoland
24404 N. Hwy. 12

Lake Zurich, IL 60047
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Still the Best,
That's right. For the second year in a row Palmer turf-type peren-
nial ryeqrass scored number one in the National Ayegrass tests

« conducted by the U.S.D.A. coast to coast

U.S.D.A.National Perennial Ryegrass Test
Turf Quality 1·9 (9 = Best)

Variety
Palmer
Gator
Prelude
Repell
Tara
Premier
Citation II
Manhattan II
Blazer
All Star
Ranger
Birdie II
Fiesta
Pennant

2·Yr. Avg.
5.9
5.9
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.5
5.5
5.5

Variety
Derby
Yorktown II
Cowboy
Pennflne
Diplomat
Regal
Barr\'
Delray
Omega
Elka
Manhattan
Citation
Linn

2·Yr. Avg.
5.5
5.4
5.4
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.2
5.2
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.0
3.4

It's no wonder courses like \\
Bay Hill in Florida, Shln-
necock In New York, PGA
West in Oalttomra and Sahara .••• ••
In Nevada are only a tew ot
those that are demanding the
excellent performance of
Palmer.
As a turf professional wouldn't
it be nice to know you're using
the best? Use Palmer.

"Kellogg's supplied us with
Palmerand other quality seeds
that we needed. Kellogg's
personnelare experiencedand
their recommendations and
service is excellent. "

-Wayne Otto
Supt. of OzaukeeCountryOub

Kellogg Inc___ Seedl;& Supplles
_ 322 Ea,l Flo,""" SIre'"__ Mllwcrullee, WlSeon>in$3204
...... (414) 27~OJ7J

HIOO·792·3504 ex!. 492
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WGCSA RULES
OF GOLF

SEMINAR HELD
By Pat Zurawski

An 'Intermediate Rules of Golf"
Seminar, sponsored by the Wisconsin
Golf Course Superintendents Associa-
tion. was held at Milwaukee's Pfister
Hotel on October 27, 1987. The seminar
was conducted by three highly
qualified instructors-Gene Haas, Ex-
ecutive Director of the Wisconsin State
Golf Association; Paul Becker, Assis-
tant Executive Director of the WSGA;
and Jim Farrell, USGA Midwest
Regional Manager.

Seventeen individuals attended the
seminar. The size of the group was
very beneficial as it gave the instruc-
tors the time to answer the many and
inevitable questions. It is to the credit
of Gene, Paul and Jim that they took
a potentially bland topic and turned it
into one that was not only educational,
but very enjoyable as well. Their exten-
sive use of slides and drawings was
well received.

This was an important seminar. It
may well be that the most important
knowledge taken home by the at-
tendees was an awareness of how /it-
tfe we actually know about golf's rules,
in spite of the fact that many thought
they were well versed.

Should you have been there? Take
the following quiz and answer that
question for yourself. The correct
answers found on page 221

Rules Quiz
1. In stroke play, there is a bunker bet-
ween a player's ball and the hole. The
player walks into the bunker and
removes a rake which has been stuck
in the sand on his line of play. As he
walks out of the bunker, he smooths
the footprints he made, restoring the
line to its original condition.

A. The player incurs a penalty of
two strokes.

B. The player has proceeded
properly.

2. A player's ball comes to rest
touching a mound of pine needles pil-
ed for removal. After dropping away
under the procedure for ground under
repair, he finds that the pile intervenes
on his line of play and removes it.

A. The player has proceeded
properly.

B. After employing the dropping
procedure, the player is not en-

titled to remove the pile because
of interference with his line of
play.

3. In stroke play, a fellow-competitor
marks and lifts a competitor's ball on
the putting green without the authori-
ty of the competitor.

A. The fellow-competitor incurs -a
one-stroke penalty for lifting the
bait without authority.

B. There is no penalty and the com-
petitor must replace the ball.

C. The fellow-competitor must reo
place the ball and there is no
penalty.

4. In stroke play, a player's ball is on
a putting green with casual water in-
tervening between his ball and the
hole. In obtaining maximum relief, he

drops the ball off the green into the
rough.

A. The player has proceeded
properly.

B. The player incurs a two-stroke
penalty.

C. The player incurs a one-slroke
penalty.

5. In stroke play, two competitors putt
simultaneously on a putting green and
their balls collide.

A. Each player incurs a penalty of
two strokes for striking the other
ball.

B. There is no penalty and both
putts are replaced.

C. The balls are played from where
they came to rest after colliding,
with no penalty on either player.
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A Player's Perspective

AUTUMN
REFLECTIONS
By Dr. David U. Cookson

As part of my involvement with golf,
I have found myself in nearly every part
of the country this past summer. Travel
is broadening, and some conclusions
I have drawn will serve for this issue's
article.

Golf course maintenance throughout
the nation continues to be highly
variable. Overwhelmingly the major
problem is maintaining good quality
putting surfaces and fairway turf, be it
bentgrass or Poa annua which is be-
ing nurtured. Most of the country per-
sists in overwatering, thereby com-
pounding the problems caused this
year by difficult weather conditions,
and despite the solid evidence and ex-
tensive discussion that excessive water
use is counter productive. We in
Wisconsin are way ahead of most in
recognizing this, and this year our golf
courses reflected this in comparison
with elsewhere. It was instructive to
visit bentgrass greens both in Arizona
and Florida in August; the greens thriv-
ing in Arizona in 110 degrees heat with
irrigation only every 3-4 days (light syr-
inging in-between but not every day),
and nearly totally dead bentgrass in
Florida with clear oversaturation with
water, but temperatures 15 degrees
less than Arizona (although more
humid). In the Chicago area, golfers
were playing on muddy fairways (even,
before the excessive rains) and badly
stressed greens, yet here in Wisconsin
with the same or less favorable
weather, turf was surviving surprising-
ly well-with much less water. Even in
the Northeast, where the concept of

sparing water is only recently being ac-
cepted, turf conditions were better than
last year, at clubs where I played both
years, despite more stress to the grass
plant this year weather wise; and obvi-
ously this is related to the less water
being applied.

All over the country golf courses are
more difficult to score on because of
the recent and rapidly evolving practice
of only a narrow fringe of closely mown
turf surrounding the green, then this
bordered by deep bluegrass or ber-
muda rough. This idea 'was a rarity
even 15 years ago, but now is pretty
much the norm at most private clubs.
This year particularly I was struck by
how many more clubs had begun this
practice, I suppose in response to the
way courses are set up for the major
championship. Fairways too are gen-
erally narrower than heretofore, and
green speed is up a bit as well. A
deplorable situation, I think, is the con-
tinued too frequent practice, not con-
fined to Wisconsin, of shirking routine
golf course maintenance after Labor
Day. The excuse I hear is that "all our
crew is back in school", or "we are too
busy with fall projects", but I maintain
these factors are irrelevant-an effec-
tive and efficent green superintendent
can find the time to keep bunkers
maintained, change cups frequently,
and keep putting greens mowed-the
basis of good golf course manage-
ment-despite a lesser crew. Far too
many times this fall I played top ranked
golf courses, which I know were im-
maculate in June, where basic main-
tenance was overlooked or ignored in
September and October.

My last overriding observation on
playing all kinds of courses this year
is that new is not usually better, relating
specifically to course design. Current
golf course architects too often in large

Gelhar Sand
Serving Golf Courses Since 1919

Silica Send-washed. Screened and Blended
to U.S.G.A. specifications.

Top dressing and Bunker Sand.

ROY G. ZEHREN PH: (414) 242·5740

NATURAL ATHLETIC
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part seem more interested in making
a personal statement than providing an
enjoyable, fair, stimulating, and estheti-
cally pleasing golf course, which inte-
grates with its natural surroundings.
We are being overwhelmed with artifi-
ciality and gimmickry in golf course
design; the "Scottish look" in terrain
that bears no resemblance to Scotland
and is grotesquely out of place where
it is utilized; placing water hazards way
out of proportion to good design prin-
ciples, and again emphasizing artificial
materials and design at the expense of
the natural beauty of the terrain. Exotic
bushes, flowers, and grasses are plac-
ed where they are inappropriate, and
nearly universally the golfer is con-
fronted by ridiculous green slopes,
mounding, and shapes, which clearly
makes the course more difficult, but
rarely more strategic; and leaves the
impression of contrived and even
"Mickey Mouse". I played many new
and tremendously spectacular golf
courses this past year, with design
characteristics seemingly built in by
architects to try to make the golfing
public comment about the course and
thereby enhance the designers'
assumed expertise; but I did not play
very many new honest, good golf
courses that satisfy the soul of the golf-
er for the inherent marriage of good
shot values and esthetically pleasing
natural design. I think examples of the
good are Lake Arrowhead, and the new
holes at Medinah, and I urge all who
are able to take in some of the Senior
Open at Medinah next summer to see
what good and honest golf course
design really is. I am more fully con-
vinced each year that we in Wisconsin
are blessed with golf facilities of very
high rank, comparing most favorably
with other courses nationwide.
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IS GOLF COURSE
MANAGEMENT A CAREER

OPTION FOR WOMEN?

The Campus Connection

By Lora Ripp

It is not uncommon for young peo-
ple who have spent their childhood on
a farm to consider a career in agricul-
ture as they approach college age.
That was certainly true for me. And
since agriculture covers a very wide
range of career possibilities, there are
many surprises as one uncovers these
varied options. For me, golf course
management was one of those very
pleasant and appealing surprises.

After my introduction and entry into
the world of golf course management,
more revelations awaited me. I was
amazed to learn of the time spent
preparing a golf course for play each
day. The equipment required to
operate a golf course was fascinating
and unexpected. I knew very quickly
that I wanted to learn all that I could
about how golf courses are run, how
equipment was maintained and how
golf courses were renovated. It was an
exciting career choice for me.

Ialso figured out very early that this
field of pursuit is one that has been
traditionally dominated by males. It is
intriguing to think that the 20th century
womens' movement has not yet caught
up to golf course management. Where
are the women in the "management"
of golf course management?

It may be that females are too busy
making their way through other fields,
but I don't think this is more than a
small part of the answer. Because of
experience as a female in this profes-
sion, I am convinced that a good bit of
the answer lies in the area of interest.
Women have made great strides in the
fields of law, medicine, and business
because they have had keen interest
in them.

I know that in order to eventually
become a golf course superintendent,
especially as a woman, a person must
first and foremost have an intense in-
terest in the profession. With so few
women expressing that interest in golf
course management each year, it is dif-
ficult for a handful of them to almost
single-handedly take on a system,

change attitudes and prove their own
personal ability and dedication, despite
their female sex. Women are often not
taken seriously.

Even when women do express in-
terest in the profession and try to
establish a foothold, they are at times
not treated equally. Green committee
chairmen, club officials and owners are
not yet, at least in some cases, quite
ready to turn their golf courses over to
female golf course superintendents.
On the other hand, women working on
golf course crews are occasionally
given preferential treatment. This isn't
true in every case and certainly
preferential treatment has not been my
experience. And I would not have
wanted it to be, either.

I have done my share of the not-so-
popular jobs on a golf course, and
sometimes I feel that I have done more
than my share just trying to prove
myself and my abilities. It is a bad feel-
ing always having to prove yourself, try-
ing to make everyone else realize that
you are an equal, given the chance.

A major breakthrough in the involve-
ment of women in the management of
golf courses will come when we find a
way to create more interest in the pro-
fession. To do this we must let women
know that the doors are open for them
and that there are many golf course
superintendents who are willing to give
them the helping hand they give to
anyone whom they feel possesses the
qualities needed for the job.

I know there are some men in the
field, though, who do believe that it is
a male dominated system and that it
should stay that way. This alone
fascinates me because I am not sure
Why they still think that way. These are
the 1980's-a time for equal oppor-
tunities for equal abilities! I admit I
believe that there are jobs that women
are just not physically built to do, but
this is not one of them. In this case, it
is simply an attitude problem.

So what is there to do now? Well, for
those who think it is time to give
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women an opportunity, let them know
that you are willing to help them out
and do everything within your power to
do so. And for those who believe, albeit
wrongly, that women are just out to
make them miserable, it's time to open
your mind and give them a chance.
Let's see what women really are
capable of doing.

Women hoping to pursue a career in
golf course management have the
same interest and feel the same enjoy-
ment and challenge in the profession
as anyone else. AU we want is the
chance to show our capabilities.

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE CAMPUS CON-
NECTION is a new feature tor the
GRASS ROOTS, one that you'll be see-
ing in each issue. The ~CSA has long
realized the value of education and has
a long tradition of generous support,
both at the focal and national level. The
Turf and Grounds Management Pro-
gram at our land grant cof/ege in
Madison is nearly thirty years old. Many
WGCSA members are glqduates of that
program and even more ~CSA mem-
bers have, over the years, provided the
practical training necessary for
students in that program. THE CAM-
PUS CONNECTION plans to keep
WGCSA members updated on the
students in the program, what their
hopes and dreams are, and in a general
way serve as a communication vehicle
among all of us. Each feature will have
a different student author and widely
varying topics. v..e sincerely believe it
benefit these young people in other
ways-a chance to sharpen their com-
munication skills, the obligation of
deadlines and the experience of deal-
ing with a tough and unforgiving editor!

Our tirst column was written by Lora
Ripp. Lora Is a senior at the UW-
Madison where she is majoring in Soil
Science with a specialization in Turfand
Grounds Management. Dr. Wayne
Kussow is her advisor and she is
presently working at Cherokee Country
Club for Michael Semler. Lora was
awarded the 1987 WGCSA James R.
Love Scholarship.
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LIFE IN THE "PAST" LANE

How many of the 1967 officers and directors of the WGCSA do you recognize? From left
to right: Director "Ham" Hanneman, secretary Don Hornlbrook, Director Peter Miller, Presi-
dent Art Post, Director Buddy Holly (a.k.a. Bob Muabach), Vice President Bill Sell and Director
Allan Kress.

Hobbies
LOVING THE GREEN OF THE "GREEN and GOLD'"

WGCSA member Randy Witt loves football. If you are looking for him on
Saturday or Sunday afternoons in the autumn, better go directly to either Camp
Randall or Lambeau Field. That's probably where he and Mary and son Ryan
will be,cheeringon their alo 9!!:s or Packers.

Given the status_QP tsconsln's only . g;pJ~-time football teams, you'd have
to love the gal1le~you are as excited abbut~ ~ Randy. This year marks 20
years since J.h"'8 Packers have been in the SUP9.rBowl and 25 years since the
Badgers have gone to the Rose Bowl. It isn't~~t Rantly and all of the other
footb~1I 'f1s in ;!Vi~o 't like to win---- we most ce ainly do. But it may
be tha e p'~more alue a lot more value orno alty, tradition, hope
and ~ ~og1~lme. . . .

Af)fi IfJPU re loaRlng fo.;Rand"~ eenours" from late July and on Into the
auturnnj~onthS,'Jorget callintJ hi~ dffi~$. Go directly tothe Oneida Street prac-
ticeJracllllty.\Ql~&'Whe(&'1ie will\bEr, watching praetibe, evaluating new draft
choices, ~nd players;and preRaring ~il weekly "ins deh report on the Packers
for t~e G~OarS editor.. U

If ypu cannot find ~andy At practi~. m,e.reis gnly. one otheFplac~ e might
be -~9n Lambeau'f field itself. Be has~~n a\lot ~~n~~st nd given a lot
of tim~{and experie ce) tal the playing fi~ld inside t~\ s'taCium n Lombardi
Avenue., 1

I've he\'"d it said a hundred tim g fro?JlIJea Yo ~I f' adcasters a d many
sports repo{lers, that~mbeau has the bjJl playing field in the NF~. Paul Hor-
nung says it~n eve'¥. one of his preseason galP9 b~casts. dohn Madden
loves the fie'd~~~oes Max MeG'. Tnese are unql1alifie-CStatements:
Lambeau is slTPBriort1t'rall~others.

There are many reasons that lead players and coaches to this conclusion.
The field is designed strictly for football - not for baseball, not for soccer and
most certainly not for rock concerts. It's used almost exclusively by the Packers;
it isn't beat up on Saturday afternoons by college teams or on Friday nights
by high school teams. The field is properly crowned. There isn't a poor seat
in the house; everyone is close to the action of the game. It is a colorful and

TWENTY (PLUS ONE)
YEARS AGo. ..

From Volume 1, No.9, December
1966 issue of the WGCSA Bulletin
come these comments about the very
first Wisconsin Golf Turf Symposium,
from Editor Peter F. Miller:

1st ANNUAL
Golf Turf

Symposium
HILTON INN

Grand Ballroom
2611 W. Wisconsin Avenue

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

December 14-15, 1966

What About Winter Turf InJury?
I am sure that if you are truthful with

yourself you are not sure that your golf
course is going into the winter fully pro-
tected or that it is ready for winter.
Some questions are: are the greens
cut too short or not short enough, or
did the greens get enough water, or are
the aerifier holes sufficiently closed so
that dessication does not take place,
did the snow mold protection you put
on adequately cover the area that you
wanted to cover, and what will the
damage be from snowmobiles, tobog-
gans, etc.? All of these are questions
you might have or someone else might
also want to ask them. Certainly no one
person knows all the answers, and if
he does he is in the wrong business.
No one should go away from this sym-
posium with unanswered questions.
This could easily be the most oppor-
tunistic time you will ever have to learn
the complete story on winter injury.

This should be an informative pro-
gram. The people with the greatest
amount of knowledge (practical, edu-
cational, hypothetical) are going to be
on the panel. If these people cannot
answer your questions, it could just be
that no one can.

You notice that I keep mentioning
questions. This is particularly important
at any conference, but specifically at a
symposium, which is a detailed
analysis of one subject. It follows that
that the program is one which requires
your attention and your questions.

The program or symposium is an in-
novation. The WGCSA along with the
Milwaukee Sewerage Commission
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